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Yesterday, November 16th, 2012, a date which will live in infamy, 
the physicians of Alberta were suddenly and deliberately attacked by 
the health minister of the government of Alberta. The Alberta Medical 
Association was working on a peaceful resolution with that minister. 
Indeed, the AMA was only informed of the imposition minutes before 
the government press release. It should be recorded that the advertising 
and media roll out that has accompanied the government imposition 
highlights that this imposition was planned many days or even weeks 
ago. During the intervening time the health minister had proceeded to 
talk to the AMA with what can only be seen as false statements and 
expressions of hope for a negotiated settlement.

The imposition of Friday, November 16th on the physicians of 
Alberta serves multiple purposes for this minister. By targeting certain 
specialties with roll backs he is attempting to divide and conquer 
physicians. He knows that those specialties will cry foul and may 
impulsively go wildcat with job action and by so doing, harming 
patients. He is hoping that we will take action that will cause harm to 
befall our patients. We however, the physicians of Alberta, are aware 
of the sacred contract with our patients. We will take no action that will 
harm patients.

The minister is attempting to divide, conquer and destroy the AMA. 
But we are not the physicians of Ontario. We are not the physicians 
of British Columbia. We are the physicians of Alberta. We know the 
value of unity. I will stand beside my colleagues in family medicine, 
anesthesia, DI, GI and all others. An attack on one is an attack on all of us. 
Though separated by specialty, we are one profession. As a profession, 
there may be times to place self-interest aside in honour of that very 
profession and in honour of our colleagues. As physicians, as healers, 
we will and must remain united, undaunted. 

The health minister does not want to recognize the AMA as the 
representative negotiating body for the physicians of Alberta. He does 
not want to deal with such a coherent organization. This is our hill to 
die on. The AMA must and will remain the representative body for 
physicians. This is the objective that your medical staff association 
CAMSS, is fighting for.

The health minister will attempt to negotiate sidebar deals with some 
specialties to seduce them away from the greater good of the unity of our 
profession. I ask all specialties, ARP or fee for service, to remain united. 
Do not sway to the seduction or charms of this silk-tongued minister. His 
objectives are wrapped with malfeasance towards our profession.

In response to the imposition I have suggested that CAMSS 
immediately implement elements of a virtual strike action on December 
7th, 2012. Proceeds from this virtual strike would be directed towards 
charities. This would test the resolve of physicians to coordinate and to 
work together. Can we physicians get our act together, work together, 
unite as one profession or will we fracture, splinter and disintegrate? 
December 7th could be an exercise in unity, an exercise wrapped in 
goodness. 

CAMSS is coordinating with the AMA in the response to the 
imposition. If you were ever going to support your medical staff 
association now is the time. This is our call to arms.

In this holiday season, I wish you and your loved ones well. These are 
trying times for physicians. Take the time to embrace friends and family 
and take time for yourselves. If you do one thing, please participate if we 
call for a virtual strike. United, together, no matter how long it takes us, 
the physicians of Alberta will win through to a negotiated settlement.

I remain faithfully yours, Lloyd Maybaum

Battle stations!



From the CAMSS president
2013 operation Caduceus

Dr. Lloyd Maybaum,
CAMSS president 

Phone: 403-943-4904

This month we follow-up on 
last month’s article which 
was entitled The contract. If 

you recall, I noted how in the midst 
of contract negotiations one tactic that we 
should not employ is any sort of union-like 
strike action and certainly, no action that 
would occur on the backs of our patients. 

Since last month, some have expressed 
concern that the stand I have proposed 
underscores the traditional weak negotiating 
stance that physicians have reflexively 
adopted resulting in the dire situation that 
we currently find ourselves. I counter this 
by noting that our dedication, commitment 
and contract to and with our patients is our 
greatest strength, not some form of Achilles 
heel. Our patients are the backbone of our profession capturing the essence 
and very foundation of our profession. I asked the reader last month to 
trust in the fact that we will find a way to fight. We must NOT take action 
that harms our patients in any manner. This month, let me explain how 
this fight may yet play out. This month, I propose a plan of action. I have 
taken the liberty to coin this plan Operation Caduceus.

I am proposing that we launch phase one of Operation 
Caduceus on March 4th if by then, we are still left hanging 
without a negotiated settlement. Somewhat playfully, 
March 4th being the only military command in the 
calendar. Though we are not a union, traditional 
union action generally would cause operations in an 
organization to delay or cease. What I am calling for 
in Operation Caduceus is a virtual action. In Operation 
Caduceus, physicians will not cause delay, cancellation 
or prolongation of any appointment or procedure. We 
will assume normative functioning status. Comparatively, 
individuals or organizations that assume a more normative 
union action would forego their usual salary or compensation. In 
other words, stop working and you don’t get paid. In our virtual action, we 
would continue to see patients and bill as usual but the difference lay in 
what we do with the funds. In our action, I propose that physicians direct 
all earnings over and above overhead towards a specific cause or purpose 
as a means of protesting the lack of a negotiated settlement. 

We have a number of options with respect to redirecting these funds. 
I propose that all of the money that physicians earn on March 4th (less 
expenses) be donated to a charity of the physicians choice. Given that I am 
writing this article shortly before Remembrance Day, may I suggest that 
physicians consider donating to veterans’ charities. Making this suggestion, 
I must reveal my own potential bias. I am a past contributor to the Calgary 
military museum and remain struck by the military traditions of respect, 
dignity and honour. We will accompany our donations with considerable 
fanfare. If this initial action fails to yield results then we proceed with phase 
two of Operation Caduceus. 

Phase two will launch on June 6th if, once again, we still do not have a 
negotiated settlement. On June 6th we will again perform a virtual action 
collecting and donating all of our earnings but on this occasion we will 
donate them to the Alberta Medical Association. I suggest that we give 
this donation to allow the AMA to escalate their campaign in their pursuit 
of a settlement. If in the end the AMA does not require these funds then 
perhaps they could earmark each physicians’ contribution and credit the 
funds to the following years annual dues. Thus, in the end, if the funds are 
not required then physicians are no farther ahead or behind. 

If the AMA contribution fails to yield results then we really roll up 
our sleeves. Phase three of Operation Caduceus will therefore launch on 
September 3rd in honour of Labour Day. On this day, all of the net funds 
that physicians earn across this province will be donated to the political 
party of each individual physicians choice. I probably do not need to 
underscore the political donation strategy that would be most effective in 
this regard. This is our most powerful action in Operation Caduceus. It 
carries tremendous might. Adequately funding the opposition will allow 
those parties to perform research, to make FOIP requests and to truly take 
this government to task — if need be. If all 8000+ physicians donated one 
day’s salary to the opposition parties — think of the impact.

Finally, our last quarterly virtual strike day of 2013 will be December 
7th. Given the proximity to holidays I would suggest that we again donate 

the day’s earnings to charity. Remember, deductible tax receipts are 
issued both by registered charities and political parties. 

The time lines and the designated recipients for 
donations that I have proposed for Operation Caduceus 
are arbitrary. If for instance, things turn ugly much as 
they did for physicians in Ontario we could escalate the 
time lines of Operation Caduceus in a matter of days. 

We could propose a weekly virtual job action perhaps 
with every donation directed towards political parties. 

In such a scenario, the opposition parties would become 
particularly well funded if warfare is what this government 

is looking for and negotiations become protracted. 

I would advise the health minister to take heed. The zone medical 
staff associations have no mandate to play nice. We are not involved in 
negotiations. Physicians are now nearly two years without a contract. The 
initial timelines that I have proposed are reasonable. Surely, a contract could 
be negotiated by March 4th, 2013. With respect to Operation Caduceus, I 
will be petitioning the other four zone medical staff association presidents 
to support this initiative. The AMA has been informed. My friends and 
colleagues, circle March 4th in your calendar. That is the day that we 
March forth and initiate our protest. Patients will not suffer and we will 
stand united on firm principles. 

Vital Signs accepts advertisements from members and non-members. 
For advertising rates, please visit: www.CAMSS.ca 
and download the rates from the Vital Signs page. 

For more information please contact Bob d’Artois, CAMSS advertising 
director. P. 403-540-4702 bobdartois@shaw.ca
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AMA update

Shock. Anger. Disappointment. 
Passion for Patients First®. Professional unity. 

 These are the themes that have been reiterated by hundreds of 
physicians who wrote or called following the government’s imposition 
of a “settlement” upon the Alberta Medical Association (AMA). And 
the messages keep coming in.

I gave many media interviews in which I countered comments from 
the minister during his surprise announcement that morning. There will 
be more media coverage and we can expect government will continue 
to present what we see as distorted and misleading information about 
what is being imposed upon the profession. 

Let me tackle some of the main points that government has raised.
 

About those numbers: Look carefully
The minister proudly reports that he is providing $463 million to 

support physicians. That is a lot of money, but I think Albertans are 
sophisticated when it comes to detecting spin on budget figures. Certainly 
media reports were quick to pick up the inconsistencies that I highlighted 
during interviews. 

See the backgrounder posted on the AMA website at www.
albertadoctors.org for a detailed analysis of government’s numbers. The 
$463 million is just not what it seems. For example:

 
The minister has told me that he is looking for $80 million to • 
$120 million in arbitrary fee cuts as of April 1, 2013. When those 
fee reductions are applied over the five years of the imposition, 
the supposed $463 million will shrink to somewhere between 
$223 million and $103 million. 
The minister also wants to end the business costs program that • 
is a major support for community practices and particularly 
family medicine. He says he will put that money back into 
supports for primary care, but he will not, when directly asked, 
commit to giving it back to the physician practices in which it 
has been helping to pay for our rent, staff, equipment, infection 
and prevention measures, etc. In other words: “Trust me.”

 
Let’s not forget that much of the money he talks about does NOT 

go directly to physicians. He includes in his total all the primary care 
network (PCN) per-patient payments which go to provide team-based 
care within the PCN, e.g., hiring other health professionals and offering 
programs to care for patients (e.g., focusing on weight loss, diabetes, 
hypertension, etc.). 

 Also, he has included a mix of one-time and long-term money. The 
apples and oranges add differently than he is presenting. It is complicated 
– as one would expect when we are talking about five years of physician 
services to 3.6 million Albertans.

 The bottom line: What the minister characterizes as an enormous 
boost for physicians will, over five years with the deductions I have 
mentioned, net out to a real-dollar decrease for physicians – and a 
significant one. As I mentioned before, the hit from business costs 
program losses alone could amount to more than $30,000 a year for a 
community-based physician. Every physician in this province will be 
negatively affected in some way.

 Accepted: the minister 
wants to pay the best price he 
can get for physician services. 
We understand that. But, it is 
also important for physician 
needs to be heard and for us to 
be paid fairly for our services. That means with due consideration of the 
financial and clinical challenges we face every day in our practices. 

 This is what negotiations is all about and what we have been trying 
to do. If we could not succeed that way, then there are other fair dispute 
resolution processes that were available to the minister and that we have 
asked him to undertake. It is disappointing that he has used the heavy hand 
of government rather than methods that will help maintain an important 
relationship for the good of the health care system.

 
Alberta’s record on recruitment and retention: Think about 

why we have been successful
The minister has been trumpeting Alberta’s success in attracting 

physicians and the amount physicians are paid. 
 Under our expired, eight-year trilateral master agreement, the 

AMA and past governments did work well together to make Alberta a 
good place to practice. This took a long time and we’re proud of our 
successes. The minister obviously recognizes that, but I wish he would 
also recognize that what was gained through so much hard work can 
very easily be lost.

 Again, let’s look behind the numbers. When it comes to Alberta’s 
physician payment levels, they reflect the fact that our overhead costs 
are extremely high. We have some of the highest rents in the country. 
Alberta’s average weekly wages and salaries are the highest, so staff 
are expensive.

 Also, numbers are not easily compared across provinces. Only 
months ago the Ontario government claimed its doctors are the highest 
paid. Alberta makes the same claim now. Who is right – and who will 
want to be top-dog next?

 
What’s the point of all of this?

We have made Alberta an attractive place to practice, but we • 
don’t want to lose ground.
These matters are complex and that’s why we negotiate. When • 
negotiations can’t find a way forward, then we need a fair, 
structured means to resolve disputes – but this minister has 
refused to accept one.
The minister’s intractability is adding stress to an already • 
damaged relationship. This is too bad. We need to resolve 
disputes through fair means and workaday partnership to get 
the best care for patients.

 I will continue to keep you informed of further analysis we conduct 
and about how we are responding to unfolding events.

 
Thank you for the hundreds of emails and phone calls – to every 

one of you who has taken the time to offer support for your profession 
and to ask how you can help. Unity has never been more important for 
physicians and the patients we care for.

By R. Michael Giuffre, MD, MBA, FRCP, FRCPC, FACC, FAAC, AMA president
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Nominations for FMC Outstanding Clinician for 2012

The Foothills Hospital Medical Staff executive is requesting your 
nominations for the Outstanding Clinician Award for 2012. This 
award honours a medical staff member who has made an outstanding 
contribution over the years in commitment to the patients, staff 
and students at the Foothills, and to the community. In selecting an 
individual each year, this recognizes and shows appreciation for the 
many contributions made by the numerous excellent clinicians on 
the medical staff.

Nominations should be made in a letter addressed to:
Clinician award nomination committee
c/o The Medical Staff Office, Room 154J
Doctors’ Lounge, FMC

Please include the following:
Name and department of the nominee• 
How you feel the nominee has met the selection criteria • 
below
Name of person or persons nominating the individual• 
CV of the nominee if possible• 

The deadline for nominations has been 
set for Thursday, January 31, 2013

 Criteria
The nominated physician would normally • 
have met many or all of the following:
P rov ided  exempla ry  hea l th  ca re : • 
compassionate, advanced and effective.
Promoted an atmosphere of respect and • 
dignity in all individual relationships with 
patient and staff.
Assisted with nurturing the staff to achieve • 
their best.
Promoted the development of outstanding • 
students for health professions of the 
future.
Contributed to innovative research evaluation • 
and continuous improvement of hospital 
activities.
Instrumental in sharing expertise and • 
resources within our organization and with 
the communities we serve.
Would normally have served the institution • 
for ten years or longer and have been 
principally associated with the Foothills 
Hospital.
Would  have  promoted  sa fe ty  and • 
environmental responsibility both in the 
hospital and outside its confines.

Would be recognized by the individual’s peers as a dedicated • 
physician.
May have received peer or community recognition of • 
contributions outside of the Foothills Hospital, which reflect 
on the hospital in a positive way.
May have made an especially significant contribution to • 
departmental, divisional or hospital life.

Nominations for New Executive Member for Foothills 
Medical Staff Association

The Foothills Medical Staff Association is looking for a new 
executive member to start April 1, 2013. 
 On April 1, 2013, Dr. Campbell will step down and Dr. Hawboldt 
will begin his two year term as president of the FMSA.  Dr. 
Campbell will stay on as past-president. The new member will 
start April 1, 2013 as vice-president.
If you are interested or know of someone who is interested 
in serving on the FMSA executive, please contact any of the 
executive members or the Foothills Medical Staff Office (403-
944-1409) for further information regarding time commitment 
and honorarium. 

Nominations can also be forwarded to: Susan Sauve c/o FMC 
medical staff office, Room 144. (please indicate agreement of the 

Calling for nominations
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After 20 months of negotiations, and a recent provincial re-
election, the AMA seemed to be rounding the corner. Offers 
had been made — an agreement in principle (AIP) was 

reached in March 2011 that expired in June, 2011. A further AIP was 
reached which provided a fee increase of 2.5 per cent for 2011-12, 2.5 
per cent for 2012-13 and a cost of living increase for 2013-14. 

However, in a letter (found here: http://www.health.alberta.ca/
newsroom.html) to AMA president, Dr. Michael Giuffre, written on 
November 16, apart from claiming that the AMA supported family 
care clinics (FCCs) (they don’t — editor), Health Minister Fred Horne 
claimed negotiations “are clearly at an impasse” and that he was ending 
negotiations and imposing an agreement worth  $463 million which 
“will include a lump sum payment to each physician equal to 2.5 per 
cent of his or her actual billings in 2011/12, and an increase tied to 
the Cost of Living Allowance for each of the 2013/14, 2014/15 and 
2015/16 years.”

Horne then went on to say the government, without further 
consultation, was going to move ahead with “previously discussed 
changes to two current programs and the redeployment of those 
resources to better support family medicine.” Those programs amount 
to approximately $120 million. Rather incredulously, or bravely 
depending on your point of view, (and he did say in his opening 
remarks that he wasn’t sure if he was coming to dinner or was going 
to be dinner — editor) Horne did honour a commitment to speak at 
the CAMSS AGM on Wednesday, November 21 and arrived with 
his contingent after travelling from Edmonton on their “government 
jet — Dr. Lloyd Maybaum.”

Though Horne was quick to point out that he thought the imposition 
was generous, Giuffre said otherwise. (The full text from Giuffre’s 
speech can be found here: https://www.albertadoctors.org/media/
presidents-letter/pl-archive/speaking-notes-CAMMS)

“This imposition … for a five year period … offered lower fee 
increases, termination of critical programs with no guarantees for the 

Imposition or negotiation? Fred Horne speaks at the CAMSS AGM
Photo and story by Dave Lowery

security of the funds they provided to physicians, [and] downward 
adjustment of a cherry-picked list of fees that the minister had 
arbitrarily selected.

As you know from our analysis … what the minister describes as 
$436 million for physicians is not what it seems. He hasn’t accounted 
for planned take-aways. He is also not saying that money he is 
removing from programs does not have to go back to physicians and 
could instead be used for FCCs or other things. And, there are other, 
even more-serious issues.”

Some of those issues were emphasized by Dr. Linda Slocombe, 
former AMA and CAMSS president, the day after the AGM.

“As I reflect on our negotiations over the last year I am struck 
by a real disconnect between the rhetoric and the actions of the 
government,” Slocombe said. “One: Engagement of physicians is 
not improved by moving from an eight year trilateral agreement to a 
five year imposition. Two: Trust of physicians is not won by “tearing” 
up a signed agreement in principle and starting from scratch after an 
election is won. Three: Years of dedicated service by physicians to 
patients is not rewarded by terminating the retention benefit. Four: 
Paying for FCCs on the backs of the cuts to physician fees is not a 
vision for better primary healthcare in the future.”

Though Dr. Lloyd Maybaum, CAMSS president, called for 
decorum and said he wouldn’t be yelling and screaming, he 
immediately went on the offensive quoting a public poll which said 65 
per cent of respondents thought the government should have negotiated 
a settlement with physicians.

“It is quite clear, however, that this government is trying to 
hoodwink and bamboozle the public with nonsense numbers and 
figures in yet another example of post truth politics in which truth 
does not seem to matter to politicians. Well I can tell you that the truth 
matters to physicians. And we will fight on principle. The truth of 
physician intimidation was finally revealed when we decided to start 
fighting. Well, this dragon has awoken, and the prod in the ribs that we 
received on Friday, I dare say, will galvanize us as a profession. I, for 
one, have had enough of this abuse and respectfully, the health minister 
now has supreme dictatorial powers. The imposition imposed by him 
this past Friday, could be revoked by him tomorrow. We currently are 
in the most oppressive intimidating environment that any group of 
professionals could ever find themselves in. If Albertans were worried 
that physicians were muzzled and fearful of speaking up before, then 
they should double down on that worry now.  We have no protection. 
We are not a union.”

(At that point, Liberal MLA Dr. Raj Sherman leaned over to me 
and said “this is Maybaum going easy?” — editor).

Softspoken Horne spent half an hour introducing himself but then 
started sprinkling his speech with various comments such as those on 
the next page: Continued on page 8
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The PLC Medical Staff Association presents the 27th 
annual dinner, dance & awards night

January 26, 2013

At the Petroleum Club, 319 5 Avenue SW
Free parking next door at 333 5 Avenue SW

Reception 6:00 PM          
Dinner 7:00 PM

Awards and dance to follow with music by 
“Quicksilver”

Tickets: $100 per couple
Draws for 2010 Nota Bene wine

For more info, call Sally Knight, 403 590-8176 or 
dakota10@efirehose.net

Dr. Phillip van der Merwe (right) received the 2012 
CAMSS Physician Advocacy Award from nominator Dr. 
Martin Harvey at the CAMSS AGM held November 21.

Photo by Dave Lowery

“I have no doubt that we will be successful in reaching an 
agreement. I think the question today is how we get there.” 

“I will be speaking on the assumption that we will be having 
negotiations in the future, that there eventually will be an agreement. 
And I will not jeopardize the integrity of our discussions by speaking 
inappropriately about those details in front of the media.” 

“We offer the best compensation in the country.”
“No money is being taken out.”
“A lot depends on how we move forward. I believe we will be 

entering into discussions again and when we do, we need to be 
clear on what issues we’re talking about and what’s our plan to be 
successful.” 

. . . which simply led to confusion and finally a question from a 
CAMSS member. 

“I’m confused. Either the minister has imposed a settlement as of 
Friday or we are still in negotiations. Which is it?”

“Sir, with all due respect and you’ll forgive me, you need to ask 
your president and your board that question,” Horne said. “All the 
government  has done is indicated the total amount of additional 
funding on top of the existing physician compensation budget that 
is going to be available. That is all that has occurred. We weren’t 
discussing individual fee codes. We were discussing a process  o 
deal with disparity in fees. There were two groups of codes that  I 
identified as not being aligned with the rest of the country. We either 
need one process to deal with all of them in an expedited time frame 
or we need two processes. I’m not sure what the answer is. We won’t 
know that until we get back to the table. I can’t be more clear with 
you than that.”

“I’m sorry, you’re still not answering my question. Have you 
imposed a settlement or are we in negotiations.”

“I have not imposed a settlement on physicians,” Horne said. “I’ve 
identified a total amount of additional dollars that’s available, I’ve 
outlined an allocation and I’ve considered the discussions we’ve had 
at the table about the additional dollars. Nothing has been imposed 
with respect to how the retention benefit and the business cost program 
dollars are allocated; nothing has been imposed with respect to how 
we’re going to approach any fee code adjustment. If we are going 
to be in negotiations, and I sincerely hope that, then I would hope 
that the members would give some direction to your negotiators to 
focus on those areas. They are certainly important from a government 
perspective and I’m assuming they are important to you too. I can’t 
be clearer than that sir.”

You may watch the speeches from Dr. Lloyd Maybaum, Dr. 
Michael Giuffre and Fred Horne online at www.camss.ca 

and YouTube.com

Imposition or negotiation? Fred Horne speaks at the CAMSS AGM . . . Continued.
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Letters

The taming of the queue — The confessions of a (minor) 
queue jumper

There are a lot of things that Alberta doctors can’t do. They can’t 
vote themselves pay raises behind closed doors like our MLAs. They 
can’t force the Alberta government to negotiate in good faith. In fact, 
they can’t force the government to negotiate at all. All that we are left 
with is our ability to stick together in the face of our foes and to take 
care of each other.

I think the government’s sudden interest in queue jumping is simply 
a diversion to distract people from the bad job they are doing when 
it comes to governing this province. They will do anything to deflect 
and distract the general population from how poorly they are taking 
care of Alberta’s people. Blow smoke, create diversions, make a lot 
of noise . . . maybe you can fool a few Albertans. I have two cases 
that are germane to the topic.

The first arose one weekend morning when I arrived at the Peter 
Lougheed Hospital to find a close physician colleague of ours in 
the holding area where patients are checked in. I asked him why he 
was there and he informed me that his wife was in need of surgery. 
The nurse at the desk had already lined another patient to be the first 
case however I convinced her, after a minute or two, to change the 
order and put my friend on as the first surgical patient of the day. The 
patient that was originally to be the first patient, and who was not in 
any discomfort, was moved back one spot.

As I saw it, it would have been unfair to the original first patient to 
have done the originally booked patient first as my mind would NOT 
have been fully focused on her (I really don’t remember who it was) 
and I would have been distracted wondering about my friend instead 
of focusing on the original first patient in line.

After my colleague’s wife was taken care of I then did the originally 
scheduled case and continued on.

The second case I will mention involved me personally. My late 
father, who lived in Creston, was in need of a urologic procedure. 
When I spoke to one of my colleagues at the Rocky View Hospital 
I can still remember his immediate comment. “Membership has its 
privileges!” The case was expedited.

I believe that the majority of doctors would chafe at any moves that 
would work against our ability to take care of our own in an expeditious 
manner. Through thick and thin, we have always had the ability to 
at least take care of each other. If the government tried to interfere 
with our ability to look after each other I would guess that many, near 
retirement, would see it as a signal that it was time to move on.

As usual, your question, comments, praise and poisoned darts will 
all be welcomed at: glenncomm@shaw.ca

Dr. D. Glenn Comm, CAPA past president
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